Happy July Everyone!

Hope everyone had a great Independence day weekend! As of July 6th, we have currently enrolled **160 subjects** in SEGA. We enrolled a total of 5 subjects since the previous newsletter! We are excited to see a continued increase in enrollment, as well as some enrollments from outside centers.

We would like to give a big shout-out to **The Woodlands**, for enrolling two new subjects!

We would like to give a huge shout-out to the team at **Baylor**, for getting approval to start enrolling with **EFIC**. Given our experience with EFIC, we are expecting this to significantly increase enrollment! Way to go everyone!

**NEW CONTACT INFORMATION**

In order to reduce confusion, we have decided to **discontinue the SEGA hotline** and move to using direct cell phone numbers. Recently, we have been encountering some issues/confusion in regards to the hotline, and believe that this direct approach will be more effective. Please call Eddie Aguilar, Allie Engstrom or Dr. Roc Chen for enrollment help.

- **Eddie**: 832-398-1296  
- **Allie**: 503-501-9912  
- **Dr. Chen**: 281-881-6426

We are happy to provide assistance at any hour with urgent matters and enrollment/randomization help.

**ALMOST THERE!!**

Having reached the **160 patient mark** means that we are only **100 subjects until enrollment completion!!** This is so exciting, and we want to thank each and every one of you for helping the SEGA trial reach this point. But the journey is not over yet! We need everyone's help to reach the end goal of **260 subjects!**